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**Mañanitas con Mariachi**
Program showcasing traditional & contemporary tunes of mariachi groups

**Ritmos del Pueblo**
Classics of Mariachi & “Ranchera” Song

**Línea Abierta**
(Repeat)

**Cita con el Recuerdo**
Program showcasing traditional & contemporary tunes of mariachi groups

**Música Folklórica**
Traditional “ranchera” & Accordion ballads - Mexican & Latin American Folk Music

**Comunidad Alerta**
Live interactive current affairs program focused on top community concerns

**Community Calendar**

**La Hora Mixteca**
A program relevant to migrant Mixtec workers and their families in Oaxaca

**Línea Abierta / Live call-in talk show on pressing issues**
*Friday - Edición México*

**Pulso de Radio Educación / News from Mexico, the U.S., and the World**

**Arriba el Norte**
Program showcasing the best of traditional and contemporary accordion conjunto. Regional music from Northern Mexico and Texas

**Son del Caribe**
Program showcasing salsa, merengue, son, cumbia and other Caribbean rhythms

**Acento Sabroso**
Program showcasing salsa, merengue, son, cumbia and other Caribbean rhythms

**Democracy Now!**
Independent global news hour anchored by Amy Goodman and Juan Gonzalez

**Todo a Pulmón**
Rock en Español / Latin Alternative Music

**Gritos de Silencio**
Rock en Español / Latin Alternative Music

**Música Popular del Recuerdo**
Mexican pop and romantic ballads

**Música Romántica Popular**
Boleros & other Romantic Mexican songs

**El Mitote**
Rock en Español / Latin Alternative Music

**Rockin’ Da House**
Rock en Español / Latin Alternative Music

**Nuevo Canto**
Music from the U.S. & Latin America with lyrics about political protest and social aspirations

**Carnaval**
Latin Jazz, Hip Hop and more*

**Electronic Trance-Mission**
World electronica and progressive trance music

**Oldies But Goodies**

**Ritmos del Pueblo**
The best of traditional and contemporary accordion conjunto. Regional music from Northern Mexico & Texas

**Onda Tejana**
Contemporary Tex/Mex rhythms. Music which blends in “norteña,” jazz and country.

**Línea Abierta**
Extra Edition

**Negro y Orgullo”**
Rock en Español / Latin Alternative Music

**Nueva Onda**
Music from the U.S. & Latin America with lyrics about political protest and social aspirations

**Ritmos del Pueblo**
The best of traditional and contemporary accordion conjunto. Regional music from Northern Mexico & Texas

**La Hora Mixteca**
A program relevant to migrant Mixtec workers and their families in Oaxaca

**Línea Abierta / Live call-in talk show on pressing issues**
*Friday - Edición México*

**Pulso de Radio Educación / News from Mexico, the U.S., and the World**

**Arriba el Norte**
Program showcasing the best of traditional and contemporary accordion conjunto. Regional music from Northern Mexico and Texas

**Son del Caribe**
Program showcasing salsa, merengue, son, cumbia and other Caribbean rhythms

**Acento Sabroso**
Program showcasing salsa, merengue, son, cumbia and other Caribbean rhythms

**Democracy Now!**
Independent global news hour anchored by Amy Goodman and Juan Gonzalez
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**Nuevo Canto**
Music from the U.S. & Latin America with lyrics about political protest and social aspirations
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Latin Jazz, Hip Hop and more*
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World electronica and progressive trance music
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